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Recognition Speech Features from Voiced Regions
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Abstract—Emotion recognition from speech signals is one of the
latest research topics involving various emotional speech features
for its classification. In this work, a variety of emotional speech
features are extracted only from the voiced regions of the
emotional speech signal. This algorithm includes the average
energy distributed over the frequency range in wavelet domain
and zero crossing rate for voiced region detection. The median of
ratio of highest sub-band to lowest sub-bands energy and the
average zero crossing rate of all segments is considered as
thresholds for voiced region detection in speech signal. The
voiced regions of speech are filtered to the low frequency range
and divided into smaller voiced regions. Intrinsic mode functions
and mean frequency components are calculated using
Variational mode decomposition (VMD) and Hilbert transform in
iterative way. Mean of mean frequencies and mean of interquartile range of intrinsic mode function of all speech segments
are extracted as features, which provide variations in emotional
speech for classification. Statistical parameters are calculated on
these extracted features only from voiced regions of speech which
provide easy process of classification.
Index Terms—Speech classification, Wavelet transforms,
Empirical mode decomposition, Intrinsic mode functions, Hilbert
Huang transform, Variational mode decomposition.

I. INTRODUCTION
Speech is basic form of communication between humans
and also for human machine interactions. It not only
provides the information or message content alone, it also
provides additional information related to speaker’s gender,
age and emotional state. Recent advances have been
developed to find the nature of emotion of a speaker from
speech signals. Emotion recognition from speech signals
also provides useful information in identification of speaker
recognition. Various speech features are used in different
algorithms to determine the actual emotion of a person from
speech [1]. As the number of predominant features increase
in large number the algorithm tries to provide better
accuracy. Speech can be divided into voiced and unvoiced
region, which plays a vital role in many speech processing
applications. Speech can be classified based on the vibration
of vocal cords which determines the voicing and nonvoicing regions of speech. The voiced regions and the
unvoiced regions can be further defined based on the
position of velum [2].

If the velum is closed, the production of speech is done by
vocal cavity, and if open it is by nasal cavity. An important
issue to be considered in the speech emotion recognition is
the choice of features that play a vital role in the
classification of emotions of a person from their speech
signal. Emotion recognition from speech is a challenging
task because, speech is a non stationary signal and the
features extracted from it are not clear. The difference in
acoustic signals from person to person and from sentence to
sentence also adds a challenging task in recognition process.
The selection of boundaries in speech signals is also an
important task and the emotion of a person mainly depends
on the speaker [3]. The features required for emotion
classification can be categorized into continuous features,
spectral features, qualitative features and Teager energy
operator (TEO) features. The continuous features are like
pitch related features, formant features, energy related
features, timing features and articulation features. The
various acoustic or speech features that are considered in the
emotion recognition are pitch, fundamental frequency,
energy, Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), linear
predictive coefficients (LPC), linear predictive cepstral
coefficients (LPCC) [3], [4].
Pitch, formant, fundamental frequency and energy related
features provide the basic essential information regarding
emotions. MFCC, LPC, LPCC are the time dependent
acoustic features which provide more vital information
regarding emotion of the person [5], [6], [7], [8]. Energy,
degree of predominance and frequency are used as features
in classifying positive and negative emotions of a person in
emotion recognition [9], [10]. Wavelet packet, analysis
coefficients and detailed coefficients of speech signal are
also used as the features for emotion recognition [11], [12].
Fourier parameters are also used along with MFCC as
feature vector for emotion recognition [13], [14], [15].
The rest of the paper focuses on: section II provides the
details of the speech corpus that is adopted in this
experimental work. Section III provides the basic
knowledge of the discrete wavelet transform. Section IV
introduces the concept of Variational mode decomposition
of signals. Section V introduces the proposed algorithm,
section VI provides experimental results and section VII
provides conclusion.
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II. CORPUS
An emotional speech corpus, recorded by SMART Lab
Ryerson University, Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of
Emotional Speech and Song (RAVDESS) [16], is
considered in this experimental work. It contains 1440
utterances of 24 speakers, 12 speakers are male and 12
speakers are female. Each speaker utters two statements two
times in eight archetypal emotions: neutral, sad, angry,
fearful, disgust and surprise, calm, happy. The neutral
emotional speech features are considered as the reference
for classifying the remaining emotional speech features. The
repetition of the sentences in different emotions is also
considered, to provide a detailed information regarding
utterances in various emotions. This provides additional
features for recognition of emotions from speech signal.
III. DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM
The wavelet transform provides not only multi resolution
analysis or multi-scale decomposition of signals, it also
provides time frequency, information at a single time. It
provides time frequency analysis by correlating the given set
of filters from the family of basis wavelets with the given
signal. The basis of wavelet analyses the complete signal by
the property of dilation and shifting, which gives more
information about the signal characteristics. Using the
process of discrediting, the 2-D parameterization by a set of
basis wavelets of mother wavelet. Following the function
(t) is given by:

ψ a, τ t  
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In discrete domain, the C (a, τ) coefficients of the discrete
wavelet transform are divided into the approximation and
the detail coefficients of the signal. The approximation
coefficients provide the low frequency components and the
detail coefficients provide the high frequency components of
the signal
at level j [17], [18], [19]. The discrete
wavelet transform approximate coefficients of the signal
at level j is given by
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The decomposition of the signal
can be iterated
based on the above equations as the number of level
increases. A well defined approximation and detail
coefficient set can be constructed through different levels of
decomposition, which is known as multi-resolution analysis
(MRA). Useful information related to the signal
can be
extracted from these wavelet level decompositions.
Considering the finite set of stages, introducing the scaling
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IV. VARIATIONAL MODE DECOMPOSITION
The basic concept of VMD is an extended version of
Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) technique. This
technique decomposes the given nonlinear, non-stationary
signal into its finite number of zero mean components called
as Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMF) [20], [21], [22]. The
basis functions for the EMD technique are derived from the
data itself. The instantaneous frequency of these IMFs can
be calculated through the analytic signal method called as
Hilbert Huang Transform [23]. EMD based technique
extracts the energy associated with the various intrinsic
scales from finer to coarser. Each of the IMF satisfies two
properties:
1) From whole dataset, number of extrema and number of
zero crossings must be equal or may differ by one.
2) At any time, the mean value of the envelope function
defined by the local maxima and the minima is zero.
The steps to compute EMD technique are:
1) Compute all the local maxima and minima of the
signal
.
2) By using cubic spline interpolation of the maxima and
minima points computed in previous step, create an
upper envelope
and lower envelope (t).
3) Calculate the envelope mean of the two, upper envelope
and lower envelope
(t) which is
eu t   el t 
m1t  
.
2
4)
Compute the new signal, d1t   xt   m1t  . If
(t) is a zero mean function, then consider it as an IMF. If
not consider (t) as new data and find the new IMF by
repeating the steps.
This process is repeated until the new signal has no maxima
or minima. xt   iN 0 ai t   res t  , where rest  is
considered as the residue function.
EMD and EMD- wavelet based analysis of signals
provide better results for the speech and biomedical signals
[24], [25], [26]. The selection of predominant IMF is done
based on the energy content associated with it. In EMDwavelet analysis, the dominant IMF are selected and passed
through the wavelet filters for analysis purposes. Variational
Mode Decomposition (VMD) is the latest technique used to
analyze the non linear, non stationary signals along with its
bandwidth. The main aim of VMD technique is to
decompose the given real signal into the number of discrete
sub-signals called as IMFs or modes, where each mode is
compact around the center pulsation , which is
determined in the decomposition process. The instantaneous
frequency and the amplitude of each IMF are calculated by
Hilbert transform, which provides a unilateral spectrum
[27], [28], [29].
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The bandwidth of each mode can be calculated by following
steps:
1) Obtain the unilateral spectrum of each mode by
calculating the Hilbert transform.
2) Shift the unilateral spectrum to the baseband by
mixing with exponential which is tuned to the
center frequency.
3)
Gaussian smoothness is performed to obtain the
bandwidth of the signal. The resulting constrained
problem is defined as:


  jk t
j

minu w  t   t    * d k t e
t 
k , k  k 



subject to:  d k  xt  where
k
center frequencies respectively.

2

 (5)



are IMFs and

are the

The block diagram representation of the proposed algorithm
is given in Figure1. The speech signal which is sampled at
48 KHz is normalized, so that all the signals have same
power. The speech signal after normalization is segmented
into frames of 20msec which contains both voiced regions
and unvoiced regions of speech.
A. Median Energy in Frequency Domain
All the segments of the speech signal are decomposed into
eight different bands using a 4-level dyadic DWT and
average energy is computed in band wise in the last five
sub-bands. Generally, unvoiced regions of speech segment
represent their energy in high frequency region while voiced
regions of speech segment represent their energy in the low
frequency regions. Per segment ratio
is calculated by
ratio of the average energy of the wavelet low-bands to that
of the wavelet high-bands.
Let us consider
be the total energy content in the
segment of the signal and
be the energy in the
wavelet band.      where j=1 represents the highest
j

k

frequency band and j=2-8 represents the subsequent bands
in the wavelet domain. In this paper, j=5 is considered as the
highest frequency region in the wavelet domain and j=8 as
the lowest frequency band in wavelet domain and per
8
Ej .

segment ratio
is calculated as
By
j  6
Ri 

E5

calculating the per segment ratio for each frame, the median
energy for frame is considered to be threshold for
classifying into voiced and unvoiced regions based on


energy, Th1  median 
Rk  . A particular segment is said


 k

to be voiced if its corresponding >
.



B. Median Zero Crossing Rate
Zero crossing is defined as change in the sign of amplitudes
between two successive samples of the speech segment,
which determines the frequency content present in that
particular speech segment. This is usually defined by the
expression:
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where N denotes the samples in the
speech segment of
emotional speech signal. The number of zero crossing for
each segment of speech are calculated and the median of
overall zero crossings is considered as another threshold for
identifying
voiced
regions
of
speech,


Th2  median  ZCRk  . A segment is said to be voiced if


k

its
<
.
C. Feature Based Voiced and Unvoiced Segmentation

V. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

i



ZCRi   nN01 sgn xi n  sgn xi n  1 (6)

Even though, individual features provide a great result in the
classification of the voiced and the unvoiced regions of
speech, the combination of per segment energy ratio and the
zero crossing rate provide a better accurate results in the
classification. A particular segment is said to be voiced
segment of the speech signal if satisfies the following
condition:

Ri  Th1& ZCRi  Th2  i V 

(7)

D. Data Smoothing
The voiced regions of the speech signal are segmented based
on above criteria and each segment is given a frame id
number to identify the voiced segments easily. The frame id
numbers are used and arranged in an ascending order, there
by the new speech signal contains only the voiced regions in
a predefined order, which does not change the information
content or meaning in the actual speech signal. The obtained
segments are passed through a basic smoothing filter so as
to avoid any mismatches between the two adjacent
segments, thereby providing a smooth transition over the
voiced segments of speech signal.
E. Determining the Intrinsic Mode Functions
Variational mode decomposition algorithm is applied after
logical smoothing of the voiced regions of the speech signal
in order to determine the intrinsic mode functions of various
emotional speech signals. This parameter varies from one
emotion to another emotion. The number of mode functions
that are created is 5 with an initial ω value to be 1. The
weight updations are done there by providing the optimal
weights for extracting the bandwidth of each intrinsic mode
functions. Applying Hilbert transform as said in the VMD
technique, the phase and instantaneous frequencies are
calculated, the mean instantaneous frequencies of each
intrinsic mode function is also calculated and are used as a
parameters.
F. Statistical Parameter Calculations
The statistical parameters like mean and interquartile are
calculated from the extracted features for each frame. The
mean is going to provide the overall information in a precise
value. Since the mean cannot provide the information in
outliers, the interquartile range is calculated which provides
the spread of the values in different frames of speech. These
two statistics provide better results for analysis. Let us
consider the instantaneous frequencies to be as,
x1, x2 , .............xn . where n is
the number of voiced frames
in the speech signal.
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X _ mean

x1, x2 , ...............xn .
n

- (8)

The interquartile range is calculated by following steps.
1. Arrange the values x1, x2 , .............xn in ascending
order.
2. Calculate the median for the arranged values by
the centre value of arranged set.
3. Divide the total values into twoas lower half of
median and higher half of median and calculate
the median for two .
4. The IQR is subtracting the median values of the
two sets.
The mean and the interquartile are the two statistical
properties which provide the average or most approximate
value of the given values and the interquartile range
provides the spread and it provides the information of given
values which includes outliers for calculation. The median
value is calculated by calculating the interquartile range.
Inter quartile range of all the 5 intrinsic mode functions is
calculated and quartile range of each intrinsic mode is
normalized by multiplying with a constant as γ, which boots
up the signal.. Inter quartile ranges of 5 modes vary from
emotion to emotion in speech signal which provides better
accuracy in differentiating emotions based on these values.
In this algorithm, overlapping is avoided so as to avoid the
confusion in smoothing all the voiced regions off the speech
signals. The above steps are computed in an order to extract
the features of various emotional speech signals, which
provide better accuracy in basic classification of various
emotions. The complete algorithm is given in the figure 1
and the voiced segments of various emotional speech
waveforms are given in figure2.
In this work, different emotional speech signals like neutral,
calm, happy, sad, angry, fearful, disgust and surprise are
considered. Each speech signal is segmented into frames of
20 millisecond duration. First, Zero crossing is calculated
for each frame and discrete wavelet transform, Daubechies6
wavelet is applied on each segment of each speech signal.
According to the defined thresholds in this work, based on
the median value of energy per segment ratio and total zero
crossings of all the segments of the speech signal, each
segment of emotion speech signal is separated into voiced
regions and the unvoiced regions of speech. Various
wavelets like Haar, Daubechies2 and Daubechies6 wavelets
are applied for the classification of voiced regions of speech
and Daubechies6 wavelet provides better results compared
to the Haar, Daubechies2 wavelets.
So in this work, Daubechies6 wavelet is considered for the
classification of voiced regions.
Variational Mode Decomposition technique is one of the
best decomposition techniques for the analysis of non
stationary signals. VMD technique is applied on the each
segment of voiced regions of emotion speech signal to
extract intrinsic mode functions, mean frequencies and
center frequencies for all voiced segments of emotional
speech. Again mean value of the above calculated
parameters of voiced segments is calculated and these
features are used as statistical feature set, to classify
different emotions. This provides the reduction of feature
vector for classification of different emotions from speech
signal. The process of calculation of these statistical
parameters repeated till the end of voiced regions of speech
is identified.
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Speech Signal Segmentation
Computation of Zero crossing in
each segment
DWT 8 level decomposition on
each segment
Computation of energy and per
segment ratio of each segment
band

Calculation of median zero
crossing rate and median energy
from all the segments
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smoothing on all
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is unvoiced and
avoiding it

Apply VMD
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all voiced segments.
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previous
segment last
segment
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Emotional speech
features extraction by
calculating statistical
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instantaneous
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Is the
previous
segment last
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Fig: 1 Algorithm of VMD based emotional speech feature extraction from
voiced regions.
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Fig.2 Results of voiced regions segmentation of emotional speech.
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In this experiment, RAVDESS speech data base is considered and it has shown the variations in the identification of
emotions of various speakers based on the emotional speech features.
Emotions

Neutral

Calm

Happy

Sad

Angry

Fearful

Disgust

Surprise

Persons

Mean_MF1

Mean_MF2

Mean_MF3

Mean_Iqr_IMF1

Mean_Iqr_IMF2

Mean_Iqr_IMF3

Person1

215.006

3194.6

8746.91

8616.52

2133.62

131.075

Person2

225.157

3705.51

8817.27

6993.12

973.289

113.971

Person3

296.356

4183.9

8213.8

9667.03

736.584

137.75

Person1

210.318

3020.78

8518.31

11177.4

2686.27

194.107

Person2

247.54

3535.88

8017.89

8479.18

2162.6

416.563

Person3

242.987

3813.65

9285.27

12424

1592.91

162.881

Person1

224.154

3343.94

8133.59

9145.59

2601.52

618.165

Person2

265.75

4066.54

8614.43

3905.45

361.143

86.1299

Person3

356.237

3711.26

8308.04

20568.7

1975.07

630.598

Person1

261.056

3101.9

8452.54

8677.87

1086.59

215.552

Person2

343.536

2849.39

7577.88

18413.5

5512.17

523.457

Person3

253.13

3343.56

8776.27

7272.66

1184.62

.72.6975

Person1

304.379

3726.86

8967.03

9385.54

1434.43

104.984

Person2

292.673

3926.03

8725.08

8335.69

887.705

274.284

Person3

279.107

4042.12

9509.9

7443.52

652.043

123.32

Person1

250.207

3565.94

9383.69

10620.3

1256.6

75.0438

Person2

438.233

4105.45

8067.13

16639.1

1110.69

628.315

Person3

303.041

4050.97

9370.35

10965.1

1131.84

138.468

Person1

275.021

3129.17

8591.45

17583

4198.19

927.995

Person2

416.243

3755.78

7262.87

18659.8

1922.39

881.714

Person3

334.503

3755.66

9404.69

5670.98

773.569

94.6126

Person1

222.644

3501.2

8990.06

7049.43

802.672

50.7918

Person2

323.688

3805.6

8558.68

11668.9

1645.05

457.703

Person3

369.368

4098.59

8255.79

24313.6

2994.02

316.232

The emotional speech feature vector of speaker, both male
and female is shown in the table, person 1 and 3 are male
and person 2 is female, which contains the variations in the
mean frequency of each intrinsic mode functions and the
mean of inter-quartile range of intrinsic mode functions of
all segments of each emotion. Each speaker has unique
emotional speech vector which can classify the various
emotions easily. The inter-quartile range feature of the
intrinsic mode functions is normalized by multiplying with a
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higher value to classify in large extent. The difference
between the various emotional speech features is made
higher which provides the difference to be significant. The
tabulated values are also plotted in the graph and it
represents the basic difference in the emotional speeches of
the speaker. The eight
emotions
neutral,
sad,
angry, fearful, disgust and
surprise,
calm,
happy
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Surprise

feature vectors are plotted in the graph and is given in the

figure 3.
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P2
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25000

30000

Fig. 3 Graphical representation of feature vectors of emotional speech signals of different persons.

VII. CONCLUSION
It can be seen that, the proposed algorithm can be used in
clean and noisy environments for the feature extraction. The
emotional speech signal is decomposed and the features
extracted from the variational mode decomposition are more
like to be unique, as the intrinsic mode functions and mean
frequencies are extracted from the speech signal directly by
decomposing the signal without applying transformation
techniques. Since most of the information lies in the voiced
regions of speech, the features are extracted only from the
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voiced regions of the speech signal. This provides better
stability for the classification of different emotions and the
features are directly obtained from the basic signal without
any separate basis functions as in Fourier transform. The
features are not only speaker independent and also different
for different emotions without any gender bias. The higher
order
intrinsic
mode
functions
and
mean
frequencies
are
only
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considered and since the feature vector contains also the
statistical values of these parameters, the classification along
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